New L+SSC, NCEP Expansion, and Central High Renovation
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Current Activities

- Continue erecting Steel Sequences 3-5
- Continue plumbing structure
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- Continue erecting Steel Sequences 3-5
- Continue decking sequences 1-2
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- Finishing UG utilities in Area C
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- Finishing foundations in Area D
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- Pouring wall section in Area C
- Pouring Collaborative Stair footings
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- Finishing foundations in Area D
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- Finish Area C foundation walls next Tuesday
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- Continue backfilling and waterproofing site walls
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- Waterproofing and prepping elevator pits for pours
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- Continue Steel Sequences 3-5
- Continue framing back stage auditorium roof
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- Continue Steel Sequences 3-5
- Continue decking sequences 1-2
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Project Milestones / Upcoming Activities

- Continue waterproofing and backfilling foundation walls
- Continue UG sitework coordination and BIM UG for interior utilities
- Continue UG Plumbing and UG Electrical in Area D
- Continue construction of LSSC mock-up panel
- Continue erecting Steel (Seq. 1-10)
- Finishing foundations in Areas C+D
- Continue work for Central High Renovation
- North Central Energy Plant equipment pads to be poured Tuesday